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Executive Summary 

Provide an executive summary of the findings of this program review. Your audience will be your Division Program 

Review Group, the MJC Program Review Workgroup, and the various councils of MJC.  

I am proud of the direction that the Machine Tool Department is headed in.  Over the last two years the 

program has added 2 very qualified Adjunct Instructors to allow more course offerings.  The department 

has re-written the curriculum for the CNC programming classes entirely and added CNC programming 

software (Mastercam) to aid in instruction.  The department is also in the midst of making a substantial 

curriculum update to the Programs offered for students.  These changes have impacted the students 

positively by creating a truer pathway to completion, as well as enhancing their education with more “real 

world” instructional practices.   

As the dust settles, the department will begin focusing on improved enrollment through course offerings, 

recruitment, and consistency.  The Machine Tool Department will also continue to emphasize the 

importance of new technology trends, ensuring that it is current with local industry.  The department 

meets regularly with an Advisory Board to make certain that these trends are identified. 

The Machine Tool Trade is a key element in the production of every component made in the world.  The 

trade as a whole has slowly been phased out of many California High Schools, which results in decreased 

enrollment at the Community College level.  The majority of the students enrolled in Machine Classes are 

exposed to the trade as they enter the working world.  This group of students are well over their early 

20’s, are currently employed, and take one or two classes in the evening to enhance their skillset.  

Modesto Junior College is the only institution in Stanislaus County to provide training in this field.  Local 

companies rely on this institution to aid in the training of these “new candidates” as they currently 

employ an aging skilled workforce. 
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Program Overview 

Instructions 

Supplemental information, links to previous reviews, and dashboards can be accessed from the review, please 

ensure your pop-up blocker is turned off, or use Ctrl-Click to bypass it.  

Please review each question below, following the prompts and links given in the help text. Additional help, and a 

list of frequently asked questions is available on the Program Review Instructions page.  

Programs 

Please list program awards that are under this department according to the college catalog. Next to each program 

award listed; 

• Please denote if it should be included here, or should be listed elsewhere. 

• Answer yes or no, if the program has external regulations 

• Additional lines, if needed, may be added by typing the tab key while in the last cell 

• Any additional notes can be added in the box below the table 

[addl help] 

Program Awards Include in Review (yes/no) External Regulations (yes/no) 

AS Degree: Machine Tool 

Technology 

Yes No 

 

Certificate of Achievement:  

Machine Tool Technology 1 

Yes No 

 

Certificate of Achievement:  

Maintenance Machinist 

Yes No 

 

These certificates and degrees will be changing in Summer 2018. 

 

Response and follow-up to previous program reviews 

On the Curricunet website, please locate your department and the previous program review. After reviewing, 

please complete the following questions; 

Briefly describe the activities and accomplishments of the department since the last program review. 

The Machine Tool Program has completed a major Curriculum Update that goes into effect in Summer of 

2018 for the 18/19 Catalog.  These changes include Class and Program updates that simplify the 

program, as a whole. 

Two new Adjunct Faculty (professionals from industry) have been added to aid in instruction.   

Mastercam software has been purchased by the department to aid in training of CNC technology.  This 

software will be taught in place of Featurecam software, by a recommendation from the Machine Tool 

Advisory Board. 

An additional CNC Lathe has been added to the facility for student project use.  This machine eliminates 

student bottlenecks.  This machine also has numerous additional capabilities that were non-existent in 

the program previously, and will aid in the instruction of more advanced machining techniques in the 

future. 

  

http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/instructions/
http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/instructions/
http://www.curricunet.com/mjc/search/program_reviews/
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The Mission of Modesto Junior College 

MJC is committed to transforming lives through programs and services informed by the latest scholarship of 

teaching and learning. We provide a dynamic, innovative, undergraduate educational environment for the ever-

changing populations and workforce needs of our regional community. We facilitate lifelong learning through the 

development of intellect, creativity, character, and abilities that shape students into thoughtful, culturally aware, 

engaged citizens. 

Provide a brief overview of the program and how it contributes to accomplishing the Mission of Modesto Junior 

College. (Overview Suggestions: How consistent is the program with the institutional mission, vision, core values 

and/or goals? How are aspects of the institutional mission addressed within the program? Is the program critical 

to the pursuit of the institutional mission?) 

The Machine Tool Technology Instructional Program along with other Technical Education Instructional 

Programs agree on a single mission statement to prepare students for entry level placement and ongoing 

advancement within highly skilled technical occupations. The program focuses on functions that:  

(1.) Prepare a student for vocational professions achieved through college certifications and/or A.A. and 

A.S. degrees, (2) Improve skills in industry of “working” students, who desire or need 

upgrading/retraining, (3) Respond to local industry and state certification needs through a variety of 

workshop offerings. (4) Encourage student transfers to four-year colleges/universities.  

The department’s mission statement links directly to with the mission of Modesto Junior College and 

Yosemite Community College District in serving the economic development and quality of life needs of 

the community as it relates to the Machining and Manufacturing Industry. The Machine Tool Technology 

instructional program achieves this by implementing quality program options and partnerships, 

integrating student services and encouraging professional development events that create a positive 

atmosphere for our students, staff and community. 
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Student Achievement and Completion 

College Goal for Student Achievement 

Increase Scorecard Completion Rate for Degree and Transfer 

The College has a primary aspirational goal of increasing the Completion rate from 43% to 53% on the CCCCO 

Scorecard Completion Rate for Degree and Transfer [view] by 2022.  The completion rates in the Scorecard 

refers to the percentage of degree, certificate and/or transfer-seeking students tracked for six years who 

completed a degree, certificate, or transfer-related outcomes (60 transfer units). 

As you answer the questions below, please consider how your program is helping the college complete this 

aspirational goal of increasing the MJC Degree, Certificate, and Transfer Completion rate by 10% on the CCCCO 

Scorecard by 2022. 

Success  

The following questions refer to data from the Department Success Rates Dashboard. Use the filters to examine 

both departmental and course level data. Charts will be included for the record by Research and Planning once the 

review is submitted. 

Locate your department success rates on the Success Rate Data Dashboard and consider your department 

success rates trends over time, especially the last two years. Also, consider the data detailing the variance of 

success rate of courses across sections. Are these rates what you expected? Are there any large gaps?  Is there 

anything surprising about the data? What do you see in the data? 

There has been a slight upward trend over the last two years in student success.  Course success rates 

appear to be lower in the entry level Machining classes of Mach 211 and Mach 301.  I would attribute this 

to students trying out a new trade and opting out of it in the early weeks due to it not being the right 

“fit” for them.  Advanced courses all appear to have a higher success rate because these students are 

dedicated to the trade, or are already working and are enhancing skills.  Mach 303’s success rates are also 

down, but this could be because of the class being of a hybrid format with less instructor contact 

What is your set goal for success? Do your department and individual course rates meet this goal? 

In previous years, this data wasn’t as available and there hasn’t been previous goals set in this area.  I 

would like to see the Machine Tool Program’s success rate exceed 80% based on the data presented.  

If your rates for success are lower than your goals, what are your plans to improve them?  

In order to improve these success rates, we need to focus on the classes bringing this average down.  

This would be the intro classes.  A way to increase success, I believe that a stronger supporting structure 

needs to be implemented.  If a student struggles, and can’t get the attention they need to succeed, they 

give up and drop the class.  By adding an additional lab aid, specifically in the intro courses, we may be 

able push struggling students through their challenges. 

http://scorecard.cccco.edu/scorecardrates.aspx?CollegeID=592#home
http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/prdashboard/success.php
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Locate your department equity rates on the Success Rate Data Dashboard (by pressing on the equity tab). 

Examine these rates, disaggregated by ethnicity and gender, over the last two years. If there are differences in 

success across groups, how do you plan on addressing issues of student equity? In other words, how do you plan 

on closing achievement gaps across student populations? 

Looking at success rates by gender and ethnicity, the program seems to be even across the board with 

the majority populations of Hispanic and White students running virtually the same.  The lowest success 

rates seem to be with Asian students, which only represent 2% of the overall students served.  This low 

rate, may be just due to low volume of this ethnicity polled.  On the opposite side, Filipino, Native 

Americans, and Pacific Islander’s seemed to be doing above average again possibly due to the low 

volume of these ethnicities polled. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/prdashboard/success.php
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If distance education is offered, consider any gaps between distance education and face-to-face courses. Do these 

rates differ? If so, how do you plan on closing the achievement gaps between distance education and face-to-face 

courses? 

Mach 213/Mach 303 is a hybrid course that does have a lower than average success rate.  To  

 

Conferred Award Trends 

Review the Program Awards Dashboard, using the drop-down filters to focus the analysis on your department.  

Starting with identifying the year, please supply degrees and certificates awarded.  These charts will be attached by 

Research and Planning before being posted publicly. 

What is your set goal for degrees and certificates awarded? Do your rates meet this goal? 

Up to this point, there has not been goals set for this area.  With the restructuring of Curriculum that took 

place in Spring of 2017, I would anticipate changes for the better coming over the next couple of years.   

If your rates for degrees and certificates awarded are lower than your goals, what are your plans to improve them? 

Looking at the current data, I would like to set a goal of students achieving a Certificate to 5 per semester 

and a goal of Degrees at 3 per semester.  This would be a pretty substantial change, and it may take a 

few years to get there, but with the new curriculum changes, and the additional course offerings, it 

should make it quite a bit easier for students to attain. 

http://mjc.edu/general/research/dashboards/drilldown/awards_drilldown.php
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Student Learning Outcomes 

Instructions 

This section of the Program Review measures student learning. 

PLO / GELO / ILO Outcomes 

To ease in analysis, trending charts have been created by Research and Planning on the Learning Outcomes 

Dashboard website. Using these charts, you can identify your current success rates in student achievement 

towards the outcomes. Considering your current outcome success rates, and previous semester, set a department 

aspirational goal, and examine what your outcome success rates are currently. Later you will be asked to outline a 

plan to achieve this threshold, but for now, simply supply the Goal % and Current % for each level. 

Note: If the dashboards do not show your Learning Outcomes, please ensure that they have been mapped in 

eLumen. Each course will need to be mapped to each applicable PLO, GELO, and ILO. The Outcome Assessment 

Workgroup has created a web page detailing the work already done -> PLO, ILO, and GELO Assessment 

grids. For additional assistance, review the Course Learning Outcome Assessment web pages, or contact Nita 

Gopal at gopaln@mjc.edu.  

 

Student Learning and Outcomes Assessment 

Please review your Learning Outcomes data located on the MJC Student Learning Outcomes 

Assessment website and below, in regards to any applicable Program, Institutional, and General Education 

Learning Outcomes. 

For each ILO that your course learning outcomes inform, you will find your overall rate. On the MJC 

Student Learning Outcomes Assessment website, you will also see that overall rate disaggregated across student 

populations; you can use this information to understand how different student populations are learning in your 

courses.  

After you have examined your rates and disaggregated data, reflect on the data you encountered. Please address 

the program outcomes (PLO), general education outcomes GELO (if any), and institutional outcomes (ILO) in your 

analysis. 

 

Program Learning Outcomes (PLO) 

What is your set goal for PLO success? Do your overall rates meet this goal? 

I don’t believe there is enough data to set an accurate goal in this area.   

 

http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/prdashboard/lo_data.php
http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/prdashboard/lo_data.php
http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/plogeloiloassessment.php
http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/plogeloiloassessment.php
https://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment
mailto:gopaln@yosemite.edu?subject=PLO%20%2F%20GELO%20%2F%20ILO%20Mapping
http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/prdashboard/lo_data.php
http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/prdashboard/lo_data.php
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General Education Learning Outcomes (GELO) 

If your program has General Education outcomes, what is your set goal for GELO success? Do your overall rates 

meet this goal? 

Not applicable 

 

Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILO) 

What is your set goal for ILO success? Do your overall rates meet this goal? 

There has not previously been a goal set for ILO success, and again I don’t believe there is enough data 

to set an accurate goal in this area.   
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Continuous Quality Improvement 

If your rates for success for any PLOs, GELOs, and ILOs are lower than your goals, what are your plans to improve 

them? 

I believe that to get accurate goals set in these areas, I need to make sure that data is submitted 

accurately and consistently across the department.  When we have this data entered accurately, we 

should then be able to come back and analyze the data deeper. 
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Equity and Success 

Do your rates for your PLOs, GELOs, and ILOs vary across student populations?  How you do you plan on 

addressing issues of equity? In other words, how do you plan on closing the learning gaps across student 

populations? 

I do see that I have a variance in success rates across populations with the White student population 

showing lower than the average.  I believe the data is skewed because there were more students in the 

White student population attaining degrees. 
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Curriculum and Course Offerings Analysis 

Curriculum Analysis 

Courses that have not been reviewed, or not scheduled to be reviewed, are listed on the Curriculum Committee 

web pages.  To aid in use, please view this filtered spreadsheet, using the drop down menus along the field 

headings, to view just your department.  On opening the spreadsheet, click the Enable Editing and Enable content 

buttons that should appear across the top menu bar.  

Considering those courses that have not been reviewed within the last five years, please address these below. 

Provide your plans to bring courses into compliance with the 5-year cycle of review.  If your department is 

compliant, please state that. 

All courses that are not in compliance have been sent through Curricunet to be discontinued during the 

summer of 2018.  After these courses through inactivation, our program will be compliant. 

 

Provide your plans to either inactivate or teach each course not taught in the last two years. 

MACH-301 is in process to be inactivated 

MACH-302 is in process to be inactivated 

MACH-303 is in process to be inactivated 

MACH-311 is in process to be inactivated 

MACH-312 is in process to be inactivated 

MACH-313 is in process to be inactivated 

MACH-315 is in process to be inactivated 

 

Does the College Catalog accurately display the descriptions and requirements of all the courses and educational 

awards (degrees/certificates) overseen by this program? If not, please describe your plans to correct. 

The College Catalog does accurately display the descriptions and requirements of all courses and awards. 

Are there plans for new courses or educational awards (degrees/certificates) in this program? If so, please describe 

the new course(s) or award(s) you intend to create. 

There is a current update in process that will update the Maintenance Machinist Certificate. 

There is a current update in process that will update the Machine Tool Technology Certificate. 

There is a current update in process that will update the Machine Tool Technology AS Degree. 

What needs or rationale support this action, and when do you expect to submit these items to the Curriculum 

Committee? 

These items have already went through Curriculum Committee and will be added to the next printed 

Catalog. 

  

http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/documents/coursereviewstatus.xlsx
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Course Time, Location and Modality Analysis 

Please follow this link and review the Course Attributes in regards to when, where, and in which method the 

courses in this program are taught. Use the filters to focus the report on your department. Then answer the 

following questions. 

Location/Times/Modality Trend Analysis:   

Consider and analyze your location, time, and modality trends. Discuss any program plans that address more 

efficient and beneficial location, modality and/or time of day trends.  

Currently, we offer the majority of our classes during the evening hours on West Campus.  All classes 

need to be offered on the West Campus because that is where the Machine Shop is located, and almost 

all of the classes require a “hands on” environment to train in.  We do offer a hybrid class for the 3rd 

semester of Manual Machining, but this is for the lecture only.  These students are still required to come 

to the Lab to produce their projects. 

Trends continue to show that the majority of our students in the Machine Tool Program are “working 

professionals” and we have made changes in the recent curriculum update to facilitate teaching the same 

classes in mornings and evenings. 

http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/prdashboard/courses.php
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Program Analysis 

Program Personnel 

Please refer to the Department Faculty and Sections Dashboard to supply the names of faculty and adjuncts for 

the periods requested. Use the dashboard filters to focus on your individual department. Due to the complexity of 

payroll accounts and assignments, those listed may not match known individuals, please note any discrepancies. 

Additional comments or narrative can be added below. 

Faculty Name Full-Time or Part-Time (adjunct) Hire Date (optional) 

Thoe, Randy Full Time Machine Tool Technology 

Weaver, Jeffery L Part Time Machine Tool Technology 

Decker, David J Part Time Machine Tool Technology 

 

Jeff Weaver has retired and David Decker does not work in the department any longer. 

Robert Bates is a new “Guest Lecturer” that has been here since Summer 2016.  He currently teaches the 

evening course of MACH-301. 

Kenneth Morrison is a new adjunct faculty that has taught here since Spring 2017.  He currently teaches 

the evening course of MACH-222. 

 

Faculty Assignments 

Please refer to the Department Faculty and Sections Dashboard to supply the number of faculty and adjuncts 

for the past two years of regular terms. Use the dashboard filters to focus on your individual department. Due to 

the complexity of payroll accounts and assignments, those listed may not match known individuals, please note 

any discrepancies. Please note that summer positions are all shown as adjunct due to payroll categories. 

Enter figures for each term, to add additional rows, click in last cell on right and push tab on the keyboard. 

Additional comments or narrative can be added below. 

Term # Taught by FT 

Faculty 

# Taught by Other 

Faculty 

# Sections Offered / 

Term 

Program Fill Rate % 

2015 Fall 7 2 9 59 

2016 Spring 5 3 8 75 

2016 Summer  1 1 106 

2016 Fall 7  7 90 

2017 Spring 5  5 75 

http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/prdashboard/faculty_sections.php
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Departmental Productivity Measurements 

If not pre-filled, please complete for two years the following table of indicators, as listed on top of 

the Productivity Dashboard. A picture of this dashboard will be supplied by Research and Planning. Please enter 

one term per line; to add an additional line, click in last cell and use the Tab key. 

The space below is available for comments and narratives. 

Term FTEF FTES FTES/FTEF WSCH/FTEF 

2015 Fall 1.78 17.33 9.76 292.83 

2016 Spring 1.78 22.91 12.91 387.25 

2016 Summer .25 3004 12.18 365.26 

2016 Fall 1.55 17.31 11.17 334.95 

2017 Spring 1.36 15.12 11.10 332.90 

 

Previous to 2016, MACH 218, MACH 219, MACH 220, MACH 357 were all taught on the same evening, at 

the same time.  We made changes to those courses which were then taught in somewhat of an online 

format.  Each one of these classes now meets on separate days, with an enhanced curriculum that allows 

the student to learn a new topic weekly, and utilize those skills by producing physical parts in the 

machine shop instead of just learning the theory of these weekly topics. I believe this is what has 

dropped the FTES average over previous semesters. 

 

http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/prdashboard/program_productivity.php
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Long Term Planning and Resource Needs 

Long Term Planning 

Provide any additional information that hasn't been addressed elsewhere in this program review, such as 

environmental scans for opportunities or threats to your program, or an analysis of important subgroups of the 

college population you serve. 

View the Program Review Instructions page for reference and inspiration. 

Taking into account the trends within this program and the college, describe what you realistically believe your 

program will look like in three to five years, including such things as staffing, facilities, enrollments, breadth and 

locations of offerings, etc. 

In 5 years I would like to see an increase in Lab machinery and space, adding 1-2 adjunct faculty, 

increased enrollment in the morning sections offered, and an advancement to the technology used and 

taught in the trade. 

 

Lab Machinery and Space: 

Currently we have 13 manual lathes and 9 manual milling machines that are the core of our instruction.  

Realistically we shouldn’t have classes any larger the amount of machinery that is available.  We currently 

make it work by shuffling students ahead on projects to prevent bottlenecks, but this leads to confusion 

on the student’s behalf. 

There is currently zero extra space in the lab to facilitate additional machinery, so we need to acquire 

additional space, and then add additional machinery.  I dream of having a 2nd Lab that is specifically 

focused on CNC technology, and use the current lab space to add additional manual equipment. 

Additional Adjunct Faculty 

To offer the variety of course offerings that we have required for a Certificate or Degree, we need to add 

additional staff to allow us to offer courses more frequently so students can complete in a timely manner. 

Increased Enrollment 

Our current core group of students are working during the day and sign up for classes in the evening.  

There isn’t a lot of “fresh young faces” entering our trade due to the minimal exposure at the high school 

level.  I plan on doing some traveling and meeting with students in the high schools to promote our 

program. 

Technology Advancements 

Our trade is constantly evolving on the CNC side and with tooling advancements.  I would like to see 

more of a focus keeping current with these trends.  This would require the program to invest in newer 

CNC machinery that is currently being utilized in industry around the area. 

 

  

http://www.mjc.edu/instruction/outcomesassessment/programreview/instructions/index.php
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Resource Request and Action Plan 

Priority Name Resource 

Type 

Estimated 

Cost 

Objective 

 Additional Lab 

Space 

Facility $100,000 Add additional space for CNC Department 

 

 Paint Current Lab Facility $5,000 Shop needs updating inside 

 

 CNC Milling 

Machine 

Equipment $80,000 Add to eliminate student bottlenecks/Increase 

class capacity/Add new technology 

 CNC Turning Center 

with Bar-feed 

Equipment $80,000 Add to eliminate student bottlenecks/increase 

class capacity/Simulate real world production 

 Manual Engine 

Lathe 

Equipment $20,000 Increase class capacity 

 

 Manual Milling 

Machine with 

Conversational 

Control 

Equipment $25,000 Increase class capacity 

 Surface Grinder Equipment $25,000 Add to eliminate student bottlenecks/increase 

class capacity 

 Calibration of 

Measuring Tools 

Maintenance $5,000 Ensure accuracy of tooling used for Quality 

Control 

 3D Printer Equipment $40,000 Add new technology to aid in instruction 

 

 Update Measuring 

Hand Tools 

Equipment $10,000 Promote newer measuring technology 

 Automated CMM Equipment $40,000 Promote new Quality Control methods 

 

 Vision SmartScope Equipment $60,000 Promote new Quality Control methods  

 

 CNC Laser Marking 

System 

Equipment $50,000 Promote new Production and Marking methods 

 

 Update Carbide 

Lathe Tooling 

Equipment $10,000 Promote new carbide technology and grades 

 Adjunct Faculty Personnel $10,000 Aid in instruction of classes 

 

 Additional 

Classroom Space 

Facility $40,000 Add onto shop classroom 

 

Evaluation of Previous Resource Allocations 

Below is a list of resource allocations received in previous Program Reviews.  Please evaluate the effectiveness of 

the resources utilized for your program.  How did these resources help student success and completion? 

(https://www.mjc.edu/governance/rac/documents/ielmallocationsummary20142015.pdf) 

The Evaluation / Measured Effectiveness can be typed in another program and pasted here, or typed directly in to 

the box below.  The box will expand with additional text, and paragraphs (hard returns) can be added by using 

Ctrl+Enter.  

Resource Allocated PR Year Evaluation / Measured Effectiveness 

SURFACE 

GRINDER/MANUAL 

MILL 

14/15 These items were purchased previous to my employment, but 

they have both added to our overall capacity and enrollment 

in the MACH-212 course. 

https://www.mjc.edu/governance/rac/documents/ielmallocationsummary20142015.pdf
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Career Technical Education Questions  

The following series of question focus on Career and Technical Education, and can be answered using the labor 

data from Cal-PASS Plus on Launchboard.  You will need to create an account before accessing the Launchboard. 

How many students did you serve in the last two academic years? 

(See Program Snapshot Reports > Where are students taking courses in the region > student) 

162 students in 2014/2015 

155 students in 2015/2016 

Total 317 Students 

 

What kinds of students are you serving? 

(See Program Snapshot Reports > Where are students taking courses in the region > Check Categories) 

Gender / 97% Male - 3% Other 

 

Ethnicity 

 
 

Age 

 
 

https://www.calpassplus.org/User/Login.aspx
https://www.calpassplus.org/User/Login.aspx
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Status 

Full Time 10% / Part Time 90% 

 

Previous Awards 

11% Previously received a higher eductation award 

89% No Previous higher education award 

 

What percentage of your students are persisting?  Consider within the 
program and within the college. 

(See Program Snapshot Reports > Are students progressing the pathway? > Term-to-Term Retention and 

Persistence) 

Term-to-Term Retention within 

College 

Term-to-Term Retention within 

Region 

53% 53% 
 

 

Are students getting and keeping jobs? 

(See Program Snapshot Reports > Are students getting jobs?) 

Data from 2013/2014 
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What percentage of students are attaining a living wage? 

(See Program Snapshot Reports > Are Students Making Reasonable Wages? > Living Wages button) 
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Appendix 

Optional Questions 

Please consider providing answers to the following questions.  While these are optional, they provide crucial 

information about your equity efforts, training, classified professional support, and recruitment. 

Does your division (or program) provide any training/mentoring for faculty to support the success of students at 

risk of academic failure? 

Our department has added a student (Advanced Student) to aid in tutoring of other students on course 

content, homework, and even lab projects.  This was also executed in the Lab environment to give the 

student the 1 on 1 contact that they needed to complete projects. 

Is there a need for more classified professional support in your area, please describe this need.  Indicate how it 

would support the college mission and college goals for success, and completion. 

We recently had a part time classified worker dedicated to our department, but the position is now open 

and once again needs to be filled.  The posting should go up any day now.  This classified professional 

helps out in the lab environment to aid in student questions. 

What factors serve as barriers to recruiting active faculty to your program(s)? 

Adding faculty to the program can be a challenge due to the fact that the most qualified recruits are 

working professionals, in a demanding trade, with little or no free time to dedicate to teaching a class.   

Review Process Feedback 

Please share any recommendations for improvements in the Program Review process, analysis, and questions.  

Your comments will become part of the permanent review record. 

CTE department. 

Possibly polling the department’s advisory board and getting their input on the importance of the 

program and comments that they may want to add to formulate program changes for the future. 

 


